GOVERNOR'S SECRETARIAT, BIHAR
RAJ BHAVAN, PATNA-800022

Letter No.BSU(Directives) 25/2016- /GS(I), Dated-

From,
Krishendra Kumar
Special Officer (Univ.)

To,
The Registrar
All the Universities of Bihar

Sub:- Setting up of Cells in Universities/Colleges viz Pension Cell, teaching and non teaching employees grievance Cell and Student Welfare Cell.

Sir,

Hon'ble Chancellor had desired to set up Pension Cell, Teaching and Non Teaching Employees Grievance Cell and Students Welfare Cell in University/Colleges to address grievances of teaching and non teaching employees, students and pensioners. Accordingly, Vice-Chancellors of Universities were directed in the meeting held on 14 May, 2016 at Raj Bhavan, Patna to set up the aforesaid cells in Universities/Colleges to consider the grievances of teaching and non teaching employees, students and pensioners.

Subsequently, Universities were directed vide this Secretariat's letter no. BSU (Directions)-25/2016-1023/GS(I), dated 31.05.2016 to set up Pension Cell, Grievance Cell and Student Welfare Cell in Universities and Colleges to consider grievances of employees, students and pensioners. Information with regard to the status of formation of Cells is still awaited from the Universities in this Secretariat.

Universities are, therefore, requested to kindly furnish the details of the Cells constituted in University/Colleges including the composition of Cells with due approval of the Vice-Chancellor of University in the Registrar's Meeting scheduled to be held on 25 July, 2016. Any delay in furnishing of information will be dealt with seriously.

Yours faithfully,

Sd/-

(Krishendra Kumar)
Special Officer (Univ.)

Memo No.BSU(Directives) 25/2016-1369 /GS(I), Dated- 20-07-2016
Copy forwarded to Scientist 'D' for uploading on the website of Raj Bhavan, Patna/ All Assistant of the University Section/ Guard file for record.

Special Officer (Univ.)
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